Air!

NOTE: these rests are for giving instruction between phrases
Flute

Young Ensemble Warm-ups
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Bass Clarinet

Young Ensemble Warm-ups

Long Tones 1

Air!

Long Tones 2

Flexibility 1

Flexibility 2
Chromatic Scale - One Octave

Articulation Practice

Articulation Study

Sharp Note

Good Note

Tuning

Chorale 1 (in Concert Eb)

Sharp Note

Good Note

Chorale 2 (in Concert Bb)

Chorale 3 (in Concert F)

Baritone Saxophone
Young Ensemble Warm-ups

Long Tones 1

Long Tones 2

Long Tones 3

Flexibility 1

Flexibility 2
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Young Ensemble Warm-ups

Long Tones 1

Air!

Long Tones 2

Tee eh

Flexibility 1

Long Tones 3

Flexibility 2
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Flexibility 2

Articulation Practice

Chorale 1
(in Concert Eb)

Chorale 2
(in Concert Bb)

Chorale 3
(in Concert F)